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Chinese potter generates
worldwide publicity for R.I. College
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RIC 'family' pulls together
during Hurricane Bob
by Clare Eckert
Year after year, members of the Rhode
Island College community have come together in good times and in times of sadness. Faculty and administrators have
applauded each other for '.'a job well
done" whether it involves excellence in
the classroom or negotiating a union contract. They have congratulated students
with awards, scholarships, and public
praise for their achievements, and they
have comforted one another in times of
personal loss.
Drawing on its sense of "family" is not
unusual for the Rhode Island College
(What's News Plwto by Gordon E. Rowley) community. And on Monday, August 19,
YEN WEN TUNG
1991,when Hurricane Bob 5,weptthrough
the state and Lt. Gov. Roge1 Begin called
by GeorgeLaTour
for "a state of emergency" at about 6:30
a.m., the "family" was once again called
Tony accepted; Brisson sent him a
Rhode Island College received a little
upon to console, comfort, and come tocourse description right out of the RIC
free ''world-wide" publicity recently,
.
,
catalog; he submitted it to the Central . gether.
tha!lks to its assistant dean of the Faculty
Working out of the President s house,
Daily News in Taiwan which published it.
of Arts and Sciences, Harriet E. Brisson.
John Nazarian took the reins , and alo?g
Brisson, of Charlestown, who is a prowith Director of Safety and Secunty
fessor of art and noted ceramist, had met
Richard M. Comerford, and Director of ·
a professional potter from Taipei, Taiwan,
Facilities and Operations Richard L.
Republic of China, last October on a
The publication is an
Brinegar, and other staff and faculty
plane trip from Paris to Yugoslavia where
steered the College through what may
international Chinese
both were exhibiting their smaller works
have
turned into a disaster.
·and participating in a seminar on ceramnewspaper that is distributed
ics.
According to Brinegar, his department
Brisson gave a talk about American cehad anticipated the storm and once anto
Chinese
peoples
in
ramics, while her new acquaintance, Yen
nouncements were made by the state, "we
Wen Tung, talked about Chinese. Site of
began to secure equipment and eve~~g
some
120
countries.
the exhibit and seminar was the Zagreb
else that may have been damaged .. .~eMuseum.
cause of this foresight, minimal fac1li1Jes
Impressed with Yen's work (he asks
damage was experienced. He reported
that his American friends just call him
The publication is an international Chi- that the aftermath effects of any damage
''Tony"), Brisson extended an invitation
was caused by power outages, broken tree
nese newspaper that is distributed to Chito him to come to Rhode Island College
limbs, blown fuses, and general clean-up
nese peoples in some 120 countries.
and lecture in a special workshop on Chiof the grounds.
nese ceramics in the second Summer Ses(continued on page 10)
sion this year.

''The President's House got the worst,"
he said, explaining that tree limbs were
scattered throughout the landscaping.
''Things are pretty much back to normal.''
Dolores A. Passarelli, director of new
student programs, who had scheduled an
orientation and registration session for
Monday, reported that "service was a little bumpy" during hurricane week because of interruptions of power and
downed computers. But by Thursday.
Aug. 22, upwards of the 850 "new students, transfers, re-admits, and second
degree'' candidates were registered.
"Everyone worked together, kept the
confusion level down, and did a lot of explaining,'' she said. "It was definitely
busier than normal. "But come to think of
it, she said, ''The first couple of weeks
before school is crazy anyway.''
The safety and security office was inundated with phone calls Monday and Tuesday, Comerford said. "Compared to a
normal day, (phone calls) were up about
300 percent.''
His department was the main source of
information for the general public. So
besides assisting physical plant with
surveying and securing the grounds, officers were turned into information specialists delivering the latest in campus
"news'~to the state.
And in the pitch dark on Hurricane evening, one President was doing his own deliveries.
Like Santa Claus on Christmas Eve,
President Nazarian brought the gift of
gallons of ice cream to about 30 resident
assistants who were housed in Browne
Hall for overnight training sessions. (I
heard they all stayed "cool!").
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In Memoriam -

Herbert R. Winter
·

Mary Alice Grellner of Providence,
Professor of English at Rhode Island College was recently elected to the nominating committee of the college section of
~he National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), a professional organization
of teachers and supervisors of English
language arts programs, elementary
through graduate college. Its aim is to improve the teaching of English at all levels
of education.

VIVIAN R. MORGAN
Vivian R. Morgan, associate professor
~f mathe~atics, was invited by the Nat~onal ~cience Foundation to be a panelist/reviewer 9f grants for the Directorate
fo~ ~~ience and Engineering Education.
D1V1s10nof Teacher Preparation and Enhancement. The panel met in Washington, D.C. for four days to discuss the
~oals of the division and to review proJects that would begin in August.

Pawtucket resident _Frederic
G.
Reamer, profess.or of the school of social
work, discussed "AIDS and Confidentiality" at the Rachel and Felix Kraidman
Memorial Lecture of the Wurzweiler
School of Social Work of Yeshiva University in New York City on June 10. Reamer
is a na~onal ~d international expert on
professional ethics and professional liabilty. He is the author of numerous articles
and the. forth~oming book published by
Columbia Urnversity Press, AIDS and
ETHICS.
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MARITA SHERIDAN

Assistant professor of biology Marita
Sheridan of North Attleboro, attended
the 71st Annual Meeting of the American
Society o( Mamrnalogists, hosted by Kansas State Univeristy in June. She pre~ented a . paper entitled, "Does the
Outbreedmg Hypothesis' Hold for
Cyclic Meadow Vole Population?'• The
paper was co-authored by Robert Tamarin
of the Department of Biological Sciences
Boston University .
'
Edythe Anthony of Greenville, associate professor of biology, attended the 73rd
Annual Meeting of the Endocrine Socie!Y,which was held in Washington, D. C.
~ June. She presented a paper entitled,
A Novel Growth Hormone-Releasing
Hormone lmmunoreactive Cell Group in
tl1e Preoptic/Anterior Hypothalamus."
The paper was co-authored by Thomas
Bruhn of the Division of Endocrinology,
Rhode Island Hospital.
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"Of the many excellent faculty
members in this department, the loss of
Herb Winter has created the largest possible gap.
"He will be a hard man to replace,"
says Victor L. Profughi, chair of the
Rhode Island College political science
department, about Herbert R. Winter, a
professor of political science here, who
died unexpectedly at Miriam Hospital
after having undergone heart surgery on
June 17 - just eight days before his 65th
birthday.
Only weeks before, he had expressed
his desire to stop by the College's News
and Publications office in the fall to have
a photo taken for What's News of himself
and his latest book, Conflict and Compromise, his third.
Milburn J . Stone, an associate professor of political science, speaking on
behalf of Dr. Winter's colleagues in tl:rat
department as well as for the entire college community, wrote a moving tribute
to the late teacher/author in the July issue
of the RIC/AFT Newsletter.
"Herb Winter believed in, exemplified,
and helped create an ethic of civility here
which has benefitted us all
"Upon meeting him, one· instantly recognized his sense of decorum and formal
gentility. Upon coming to know him, one
appreciated the fact that his unfailing
courtesy was rooted in a natural gentleness and fairness,'' Stone observed.
Another aspect of "Herb's service
which contributed to the culture and tradi~
tion _of Rhode Island College and, most
particularly, to the development of the political science department," wrote Stone
" ... was his concern for teaching under~
graduate students in the tradition of the
liberal arts."
"Herb never saw any conflict between
the world of the liberal arts and the practical world of careers and making a living,
and he was most content when he was
bringing these two worlds together for a
class of beginning students.
"For all of his theoretical and cosmopolitan concerns, one always knew that
Herb was a practical man never far from
the hard life of a farmer, which he had
known as a boy, and the horrors of war
which had shaped his youth," said Stone,
concluding, "I know that none of his colleagues will dispute my assertion tl1at his
insistence on civility and on service to
students are our finest traditions and his
finest professional legacy. •'

THOMAS R. PEZZULW
Vice President for Development and
College Relations, Thomas R. Pezzullo
and Barbara E. Brittingham of Wakefield,
dean of the University of Rhode Island
recently received the 1991 Alice Beem~
Award for Advancement Writing for their
work entitled The Campus Green: Fund
Raising in Higher Education .
Named in honor of the first president of
the Co~cil for Advancement and Support
Education (CASE), the award recognizes
significant editorial contributions to institutional advancement. Pezzullo and Brittingham recently received the award at a
ceremony during the Annual Business
:Meeting at the CASE Annual Assembly in
Montreal.
·

Born June 25, 1928, in Martinwaldun
Silesia, which was then considered part of
Poland and later Germany, a son of Gertrud (Roehrich) Winter and the late Willi
Winter, he grew up during Hitler's reign
over the Third Reich and was drafted into
the German Army at age 16.
A year later, at the close of the war
(1945), he was captured by the American
Army, a_ccording to his wife, Ursula
(Jung) Wmters of North Providence who
survives him.
'
He came to this country in 1952·
became a citizen in 1954, and served with
the U.S. Army in the Korean War 195355.
'
He was a 1956 graduate of North Park
College in Chicago and a 1957 graduate of
Aug~stana College in Rock Island, Ill. He
received bo~ his . ~aster's degree and
Ph._D. (~961)rn polittcal science from the
Uruversity of Iowa.
~rior to joining the RIC faculty in 1963 ,
'Y~ter se~ved as assistant professor of political science at Hartwick College in
Oneonta, N. Y., for two years. At RIC
~e rose to the rank of associate professo;
m 1967 and full professor in 1972.
Dr. Winter helped found the College's
pali~cal science department, serving as
its director from 1967 to 69; acting chairman, 1970-71, and chairman for a number
of years thereafter .

HERBERT WINTER
(file photo)

He was responsible for the College's
courses in comparative government and
was the only authority on European
government, according to department
chair Profughi.
He had served as state director of the
Senator Pell internship program in
Washington, D.C. for college undergrad~tes since 1965, and had been campus
director. of other federal internship programs srnce 1963.
. Author of many articles in professional
Journals relating to German politics, he
also co-authored the textbook Political
Science: Introductory Essays and Rea.dings and People and Politics which he coauthored with Thomas J. Bellows of the
University of Texas in 1977. This text
went to three printings.
Dr. Winter was a member of the board
of directors of the World Affairs Council
of Rhode Island and held membership in
a number of professional societies including the American, the Northea;tem
and the New England Political Science associations, the American Association of
University Professors (president of the
RIC chapter, 1967-68), and the International Studies Association, the New
England Region, of which he served as
president from 1973-75.
A mushroom collector, he was a
member of the North American and
Boston Mycological societies, and was a
consultant to the Rhode Island Hospital
Poison Control Center.
Dr. Winter was a member of the Gloria
Dei Lutheran Church in Providence serving on its council, and was a deieg;te to
the New England Lutheran Synod.
Surviving besides his wife and mother
are a son, John Martin of East Orange,
N.J.; a daughter, Nadia C. Winter of
North Providence, and two brothers, HelStraubing, Germany, and Erhard
mut
of Hamdling, Germany.
A service, attended by many from the
College community, celebrating the life
of Herbert R. Winter was conducted at the
Gloria Dei Lutheran Church on June 22.
G.L.

o!

Next issue of
What's News
is Monday, Sept. 16,

DEADLINE
for copy, photos, etc. is
noon, Friday, Sept. 6.
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College Shorts
Alumni Association
sponsors 'Golf Day'
The Rhode Island College Alumni Association is holding its First Annua l
Golf Day Monday , Oct. 7 at the
Cranston Country Club.
A registration fee of $50 per person
covers 18-hole round of "best ball",
golf cart , favors and buffet dinner and
prizes .
Registration and check-in will be at
12:30 p.m. followed by a I p.m. shotgun
start. At 6 p.m. there will be a cash bar
and hors d' oeuvres followed by a 7 p.m.
dinner and prize presentation.
At least one member of each foursome
must be a graduate of Rhode Island College . Participation is limited to the first
120 golfers who sign up by Sept. 15.
Alumni who are non-golfers can support the event by sponsoring a tee flag
for $50. (Non-alumni may purchase tee
flags for $100.) All tee flag sponsors will
be listed in the program .
For more informati on , call the Alumni Office at 456-8086.

Student soldiers
return home
Lance Corporals Brian Russo of
Johnston and Michael Millette of
Cumberland, two Rhode Island College
students in the United States Marine
Corps Reserve who were activated in
Desert
Operation
of
support
Shield/Storm were deactivated during
June and have returned to Rhode Island
College . Russo is working toward a degree in management and Millette is
working toward a degree -in political science. Job well done!

Appointment of
Department Chairs
The following academic department
chairs have been appointed to three-year
terms: Joan Dagle, English; Nancy
Gewirtz. Social Work (MSW); William
Leadership,
Educational
Holland,
Foundations and Technology; Katherine
Anthropology /Geography;
Murray. .
Constance Pratt, Nursing; Victor ProDaniel
Science;
Political
fughi,
Weisman, Social Work (BSW).

AerobicAid '91 to
be held at RIC
On Sunday, Sept. 29 Rhode Island
College will be the site of AerobicAid
'91, a fundraiser to help Rhode Island
Project AIDS meet the needs of persons
afflicted with the HIV positive virus in
our state.
The event is a two-hour outdoor aerobic superclass. Registration starts at
noon. At 1 p.m. teams of instructors
from health clubs all over Rhode Island
will be leading participants through a
high energy workout.
Participants are asked to bring a towel
and to wear fitness shoes that can be used on grass. There will be healthy refreshments for all courtesy of Ben &
Jerry's and RIC Dining Services.
It is requested that participants collect
a minimum of $25 in sponsorships.
Sponsor sheets are available at most
health clubs or by calling 456-8034.
Music will be provided by Master
Mix with sound being donated by PMA
Sounds. Sponsors to date include
Shawmut Bank, Body Architects and
Rhode Island College. Golds Gym of
North Attleboro, Apollo Health and ,
Fitness, N.E. Health and Racquet of
East Providence and American Health
and Fitness will all be represented .
For more information contact Doug
Cureton at 456-8034 or RI Project
AIDS at 831-5522.

Viola Davis gives poweiful
performance of Women of Strength'
by George LaTour
The one-woman performance of Ubmen
of Strength in mid-summer at Rhode
Island College's Student Union ballroom
was appropriately named on two counts.
It was a series of "audition" performances taken from the lives of some amazing women AND it was a powerful
performance by RIC alum Viola Davis.
Taking center stage wearing a stark
black dress that matched her long, tightly
curled hair, the actress appeared - at
times - to blend into the black curtain
backdrop ... except for her face, exposed
hands and arms and bare feet which all
worked to express her wide range of emotions.
Justice was done to the classic symbol
of the theater - the comedic-tragic masks
- as Davis went from laughter to sadness, from sorrow to joy. ·
Real tears fell from Davis' eyes (and
from some in her audience) when she
portrayed Pilate, a young grandmother
grieving over the death of a grandchild.
With a shake of her head and retrieving
smile, she went effortlessly into a characterization of Joan of Arc "having an identity crisis."
The audience chuckled at first and then
laughed outrigh t as Joan/Cinderella
lamented her "size 9 feet" which refused
to fit into the dainty glass slipper and,
thus, (you would imagine) cause her to
give up all hope of marrying the prince.
related
" So, I became a nun,''
Joan/ Cindere lla, "a very poor nun."
It was a repea t performance of one she
had given recen tly at Bryant College and
served to further hone her acting skills.
In addition, Davis, a 1988 tl1eater graduate of RIC, ~d taken extensive speech
therapy, as she puts it, to cleanse her
voice of both Southern and Rhod e Island
accents .
Born in South Carolina, she was raised
in Rhode Island by parents who, naturally
enough ,· spoke with the famous Southern
drawl, so Davis learned to speak with a
combination of Southern drawl and
"Rhode Islandese . "
Not good for an actress.
Today, her voice is clear and powerful
as was demonstrated by her performance.
She enunciated clearly as her deep rich
voice boomed out over the audience. No
need of a microphone .
After having graduated from RIC ,
Davis appeared in two productions at the
Trinity Repertory Company in Providence: Joe Turner's Come and Gone and
Red Noses.

VIOLA DAVIS
(What 's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley)
During the summer of 1989, she was
featured in the Rhode Island Showcase of
New Plays, produced by RIC's P. Wtlliam Hutchinson, which toured to the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival in Scotland.
Having attended the Juilliard School in
New York for the past two years, Davis
used her summer break to come back to
her home in Central Falls for a brief visit
prior to a grant-sponsored trip to Gambia,
West Africa , with the internationally
famous Chuck Davis Dance Company.

She refers to it as a "human exchange
trip" during which she will study the
dance, folklore and music of four West
African tribes before returning to start her
third year at Juilliard .
Davis hopes, eventually. to get into
professional theater and films. She recently earned an audition for a Spike Lee
film about Malcolm X and is waiting for
word now as to the results.
Viola Davis, as an actress, certainly
seems to have had a good beginning on
the long journey to stardom.

Next issue
of
What's News
is Monday,
Sept. 16,
DEADLINE
for copy,
photos, etc.
is noon, Friday,
Sept. 6.
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'Home'

is an island in the Danish Sea, but ·she' s seldom there!
George LaTour
"My goal was to learn 'American'
English so well I'd be taken for an American,'' she revealed.
'We have a lot of English in school in
Denmark,'' she says, and her father being
an American certainly helped.
Actually, Gitte was born in Kentucky
while her parents were studying there for
a year. Then they all moved back to Denmark only to return again to America
when Gitte was 7 for her parents' yearand-a-half sabbatical in California.

WHile this young lady lives on an island
in the Danish Sea, she's anything but isolated from the world.
Having visited Ireland, Spain and
Japan, she'd been living and studying in
the United States for the past year - until
June 28 - whereupon she left for a brief
visit to Hawaii. Then, it was back to Denmark. Thereafter, she plans to return occasionally to the United States and,
perhaps, Japan as well.
Not a bad itinerary for a 19-year-old!
Not bad for anyone!
The home base for Gitte T. Miller- is
Ryslinge, Denmark, which is situated on
an island in the Danish Sea named Fyn
(there's no way we can tell you how to
pronounce this correctly). There she lives
with her brother, Martin, 15, and her
parents, Lee and Mette Miller.

A folk tradition
At home, Gitte has been active in gymnastics, described by her as "a folk tradition" in Denmark.
She explains that it is a combination of
exercises and dance, performed many
times in groups "doing a lot of tumbling
and rhythmical series'' unlike gymnastics
in America with its singles' competition.

While in Rhode Island, the family
resided on Providence's East Side.
Her parents are visiting scholars who
spent last academic year and the summer
doing research at Brown University. Her
father, born in Minnesota and, hence, an
American, is a neuro-biologist; her
mother, a bio-chemist.
Lee, years ago, had visited Denmark to
study and there met Mette. The rest is
history.
The trip to Hawaii was for the lecture
Gitte's Dad, Lee, was invited to give
there.

''That's why I took modem dance
here,'' she says.
"I've participated all my life in gymnastics, but that doesn't mean I'm good,"
says Gitte, looking downward as a blush
rises to her cheeks. One can't help but
suspect that she is VERY good, indeed, at
it.
Gitte admits to teaching gymnastics at
home in Denmark and with having participated on four gymnastic teams, a couple
of which took her once to Ireland and
twice to Spain to perform or "display" as
she calls it.

Came to RIC
While in Rhode Island, brother Martin
attended the Mary Wheeler School in
Providence; Gitte, Rhode Island College
where she studied such things as modem
and jazz dance, painting and drawing,
piano, academic writing and psychology.

Danish choir in Japan
In the summer of 1990, Gitte was part

GITTE MILLER
Why _rue and not Brown, she was asked.

'We had heard from Mom's colleagues
that a good education for a reasonable
amount of money was available at RIC,"
relates Gitte.
She now feels Mom's colleagues had
been right. Gitte has found attending RIC
to be "a great experience."
'When I first came here, I thought it
(RIC) was very very big. Now I realize it
is just a normal-size school,'' says Gitte,
who adds that she found the "teachers
friendly but you're really on your own."
After the normal restrictions placed on
her as a high school student in Denmark
by teachers whom, she feels, were rather
"parental," Gitte confesses she's enjoyed
the "freedom and maturity the College
fosters.''

What does she think of America or
Americans?
Well, with much more sensitivity than
one would expect from a 19-year-old,
Gitte replied she "sees Americans as a
little self-centered, a little materialistic."
"Of course, you see that everywhere,"
she hastens to add, "even in Denmark."
"But, there's wonderful people all
over,'' she says redeemingly.

'Gymnasfom' in Denmark
Gitte attended high school (called
"gymnasium") in Denmark and has been
living up to what she thought would be
"ideal," that is, finishing high school and
then traveling and studying for a year or
two before returning home and beginning
her past-secondary education.

Telling it like it
by

Jean Giarrusso, a mathematics major at
Rhode Island College, graduated in 1968
with her B.A. in mathematics in secondary education. She now teaches at Spanish River Community · High School in
Florida. Recently an article appeared in
the Boca Times citing her for national
honor. Giarrusso has been selected for inclusion in the first edition of Who's Who
Among America's Teachers. In addition,
her math expertise led Houghton-Mifflin,
the well-known publishing firm, to approach her to write a supplement for the
newest edition of its geometry textbook.
Giarrusso knows the text inside and out.
For this very reason, Houghton-Mifflin
knew she woula be able to identify
strengths and weaknesses in the text.
"Very often, I would share the
weaknesses with my students, making
comments like 'I wonder if these authors
have ever been in a classroom?' Boy,
would I like to tell them a few things about

She plans to attend a "special physical
therapy school'' in Copenhagen where
three years of "concentrated study" will
qualify her as a physical therapist.
Gitte assures that gaining admittance to
such a school is difficult and requires a
high grade-point average in previous
studies as well as work experience.
"I have the grade-point average but not
work experience, although my visit here
and studies will count,'' she feels.
When a member of the What's News
staff, who had taken a painting course
with Gitte last spring, remarked that he
was surprised to learn she was not native
to America "because you have almost no
accent," Gitte exclaimed: "Oh, I'm so
glad!"

of a hometown Danish choir "made up"
for a special occasion - the opening of a
"castle" in Japan modeled after one on
her island of Fyn. The island also happened to be the home of the famed Danish
author Hans Cristian Andersen.
Called Hokkido Marine Park, it is an
aquarium, says Gitte.
She and other members of the choir
spent 14 days in Japan, living with Japanese families, and, of course, performing
for the opening of the park.
Someday - after her formal studies
have been completed - Gitte thinks she
might like to return to the Land of the Rising Sun to live for a spell, perhaps teaching English there.
.
But, no matter where she might go,
travel she will, she assures.
"No man's an island," someone once
said. And no woman's going to stay on an
island when she can travel the world!

' should' be .. ..finally!
J. Patricia Henkin-Bookman
their book." And, that's just what she
did. By chance, one of the textbook's
authors was in Palm Beach County and
stopped in to visit her school. They had a
working lunch and Jean's colleagues were
amazed she had the courage to talk about
problems with the text. When she took
him back to her classroom to meet her
students, they all chorused: "Boy, has she
got a few things to tell you!" Jean thought
she would die of embarrassment. He left
later that day, taking her name and address with him.
In the fall of that year, Jean signed a
contract to work as a consultant for the
next edition of Houghton Mifflin's textbook, Geometry. She was then invited to
visit the publisher's offices in Boston.

JEAN GIARRUSSO

They were working on a study guide to
accompany the text and asked if Jean
would like to help develop it. The rest ismathematics.

During her years at RIC, Jean was the
sports editor for the school paper and a
member of Omega Chi Epsilon Sorority,
serving as president during her senior
year. "I do not feel I could have received
a better education or preparation for
teaching anywhere else," she says. "I
_have always loved mathematics. I still
refer to its sheer beauty in my classroom.
When I do, my students look at me like I
have three heads, but I really do love my.
subject.''
Jean doesn't know what the future
holds as far as her writing career goes,
bu_t s?-e is still working with Houghton
Mifflin on other projects. She hopes to
complete her Masters in Science in
Teaching Mathematics this summer at the
University of New Hampshire. At her
school in Spanish River, she received the
''Teacher of the Year Award 1990-92."
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Picard Root named
~oung Careerist'

Upward Bound celebrates 25 years of service
by Clare Eckert

Monique Picard Root, a graduate of
Rhode Island College, was recently cher
sen by the The Rhode Island Federation of
Business and Professional Women (BPW)
as their Rhode Island Young Careerist for
1991.
Root, a North Kingstown optometrist
with offices in Wickford, represented the
North Kingstown BPW chapter, of which
she is a member, and was one of 10 young
women who participated in the statewide
competition held in Newport.
The Young Careerist program recognizes the accomplishments of outstanding
young women between the ages of 21 and
35 who have made significant contributions in their chosen career fields and in
community service.
As Rhode Island's Young Careerist,
Root attended the annual convention of
the National Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, with other
state federation members and Young
Careerists in Niagara Falls, New York recently.

MONIQUE PICARD ROOf

22 at RIC receive
performance awards
Twenty-two persons at Rhode Island
College were recently awarded Outstanding Performance Awards for exceptional
service to the College during the 1990-91
fiscal year . Nominations for the Outstanding Performance Awards were made
to President John Nazarian by members
of the President's Executive Council. The
Rhode Island College Foundation generously provided funds for the award recipients.
The winners were: Barbara Blackwell
of Cumberland, Telephone Operator;
Georgia Bonaminio of North Providence,
Senior Clerk Typist; Robert Bower of
Hope, Director of Communications;
Mariam Boyajian of North Providence,
Director of Upward Bound; Bette Brady,
Personnel Aid; Louis Carchia of Providence, Cook's Helper; Douglas Cureton
of Pawtucket, Associate Director, Student
Union; Anthony DelGuidice of Johnston,
Janitor; Natalie DiRissio of Warwick,
Sedor Clerk Typist; Deborah Dunphy of
Cranston, Principle Clerk Stenographer;
and Marie Inglesi of Providence, Senior
Teller.
Also, Dolores Passarelli of Pawtucket,
Director of New Student Programs; Arthur Patrie, Food Production Manager;
Rene Perreault of North Providence,
Manager of Inventory Control; Raymond
Ragosta of Providence, Assistant Director
of News/Publications; Michelina Santos
of Providence, Cook's Helper; Kathryn
Sasso of Esmond, Director of Conferences and Special Events; Susan
Schenck, Director of Clinical Experiences; Carol Shea of North Providence,
Senior Clerk Typist; Haven Starr of North
Providence, Assistant Principal of Henry
Barnard School; William Swigart of North Providence, Director of Continuing
Education;
and Lynn Vinacco of
Cranston, Principle Clerk Typist.

Rhode Island College Upward Bound
Program will celebrate its 25th anniversary Saturday, Oct. 12, beginning at 6 p.m .
with a reception in Donovan Dining
Center. Dinner and live entertainment
will follow at 7:30.
More than 400 Upward Bound alumni,
former staff , directors, and friends of the
program are expected to help celebrate
the occasion entitled "25 Years of Commitment to Academic Excellence." In addition, representatives from community
organizations , state government, and distinguished guests are expected to attend.
Attorney William Clifton, with the Pr<r
vidence firm of Stone and Clifton, Esq .,
who has been a supporter of Upward
Bound as well as for the continued recruitment and retention of minorities in
higher education , will act as the master of
ceremonies throughout the evening.
Among those guests who will receive
special recognition for their efforts in developing the program at RIC in 1966 as
the first public institution of higher education to house the program include: Sen.
Claiborne Pell, for introducing and sponsoring the federal legislation to create Upward Bound on a national level and for his
continued support of educational pr<r
grams for disadvantaged youth; John
Finger and Raymond Houghton, pr<r
fessors emeriti and authors of the first
grant proposal to use RIC as the host
school; Maureen
Lapan, professor
emeriti, and first project director, and
professor emeriti Thomas Lavery, who
will be honored posthumously as the first
program director .

I
UPWARD
BOUND

taged high school students and includes
rigorous academic instruction, individualized tutoring and counseling, and
career information. Although its reach
was statewide when it was initiated, today
it includes targeted high school students
from Central Falls, East Providence,
Shea, Central, Hope, and Mount Pleasant
high schools.

The RIC program has been 'very successful' throughout the years, and today, 'proudly announces '
that 98 percent of every Upward Bound graduating
class has entered public and private colleges
throughout the country...

According to Mariam Z. Boyajian, director of Upward Bound for the past ll
years, nearly 1,000 students are graduates
of the program, but almost 2,500 in one
way or another had "participated"
throughout the past 25 years. The anniversary planning committee, headed by
Boyajian, hopes to reach as many graduates as possible "to help us celebrate the
anniversary.''
The national program is one of the
oldest TRIO Programs. It is a comprehensive service to low-income, disadvan-

The RIC program has been ''very successful'' throughout the years, and today,
"proudly announces" that 98 percent of
every Upward Bound graduating class has
entered public and private colleges
throughout the country, and that 78.6 percent of these students have persisted and
graduated from the same institution, according to Boyajian.
Tickets are $35 per person. All pr<r
ceeds will benefit the Upward Bound
Scholarship Fund. For further information, reservations or tickets, call Boyajian
at 456-~081.

Foundation coffer richer with
successful 2nd Annual Golf Day
by Clare Eckert

TEEING OFF: President John Nazarian tees off at the Foundation Golf Day as Henry Nardone, vice-chair of the Board of Governors for Higher Education and board member and former Lt. Gov. Richard Licht watch and wait.
Inc., Rhode Island Hospital Trust, and
All proceeds will benefit the FoundaThe Rhode Island College Foundation
Maximus, Inc.
tion scholarship fund and help support the
is $7,500 richer, thanks to the nearly 100
College, Pezzullo said.
people who enjoyed themselves golfing
Among those teeing off under "a
early in August during the Foundation's
beautiful sky and lots of sun" were
College controller John J. Pitta, who is
Second Annual Golf Day held at Kirkbrae
credited with founding the event and orformer Gov. J . Joseph Garrahy, former
Country Club in Lincoln.
ganizing this year's day once again , paid
Lt. Gov. Richard Licht, a member of the
The event is quickly becoming a suca "thank you to everyone who helped
Board of Governors for Higher Educacessful fundraising activity for the Founmake this event successful.'' He added
tion, and J. William Corr, chairman of
dation, according to Thomas R. Pezzullo ,
that "special recognition should be given
the Board .
vice president for development and colto our major and corporate sponsors," inlege relations. This year's proceeds were
cluding the Rhode Island Association of
up 25 percent from last year and the
President John Nazarian, who was also
Insurance Agents, Inc., The Nazarian
number of golfers enjoying themselves on
among the day's participants, extended
Corporation, Digital Equipment Corporathe course, at the brunch, and during the
his thanks to the golfers during the awards
tion, Romar, Inc . , David Presbrey Ardinner and awards ceremonies also inceremonies .
chitects, Inc., M. DeRobbio & Sons,
creased, he added .
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On the job with ...

Who would you meet on the Rhode Island College esplanade, in
Craig Lee room 60, in the Faculty Center lunchroom, or just
about anywhere else on campus at just about any time of day or
night, when you combine deep, dark, red hair, large smile, determined walk, easy laugh, comfortable shoes, "helping hands, "astounding vocal cords, and personality plus?
None other than Dolores A. Passarelli, director of new student
programs, who would never take credit for much of the above (except for maybethe great voice and comfortable shoes) because to
.know her is to know that "it's easier to give than to receive."
But "give" to the Co1lege and its students is what Passarelli has
done for the past 17 years. She graduated from the College in
June of 1974. '1'wo months later, I started working as an assistant
to the director of continuing education," she said. After five
years in that position, "I applied for and got this job." How does
she like her job after 12 years? Without hesitation, she replied,
"I love it. The best part is working with the students. I love solving problems, and in this job, I solve all kinds of problems."
Some big ones and some little ones, she says.
Besides Raymond J. Ragosta, assistant director of communications for publications, who "lives and breathes" the College's
annual catalog, Passarelli says she's next in line for the position
as a "walking catalog" for the College.
She also "watches the trends" of the College in regard to academic and policy issues in order to advise and assist "all the students" who need her help. In addition, Passarelli sits on several
decision-making committees for the College, and says "I like to
keep my fingers into the pie. If I weren't as involved as I am, I
wouldn't be doing the best job I could."

Whether she is at her orientation "command post" in Mann
Hall (top of page), greeting parents in the Faculty Center
(above), talking to incoming freshmen (at right) or back at
her office in Craig-Lee, Dolores Passarelli is doing the job she
loves.

"Overall, my interaction with the College is student-friendly and
as a student advocate." She believes that Rhode Island College
will become the main attraction to the students in the state because "we provide high quality education at a low cost. I'm proud
of what we do for students. RIC students can be big fish in a big
pond."

Photos by Gordon E. Rowley
Text by Clare Eckert
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VOCATIONAL TECH CONFERENCE in Gaige Hall is conducted by James McCrystal 0eft), as.§ociateprofessor of second
ary education as vo-tech teachers from around the state listen up in this, the third annual conference.

RIC

s
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Sf ATUES OF LIBERTY are portrayed by Henry Barnard School fifth graders in June as part of an original play by teacher
Sharon Fennessey entitled 'Lady Liberty.'

R
5 RUSSIANS is the title of this exhibit in RIC's Bannister Gallery in June and July. Five Russian refugee artists, who have
been living in America for about a year, showed their work for the public.
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TAFr INSTITUTE of Government Seminar at Rhode Island College this summer saw public office holders from the full
spectrum - local to national - address the 30 school teachers from around the state on issues of good government. Here
Providence Mayor Buddy Ciand draws an enthusiastic response.

• • •

a very

busy season
· UPWARD BOUND SfUDENTS Curtis Rogers and Ana Karantonis eltjoy chatting
with director Mariam Boyajian at a reception July 31.

What's News Photos
by

Gordon E. Rowley

PEP ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS in RIC's Preparatory Enrollment Program this summer finds Shu
Chin 0eft) and Deanna Quiroga receiving book prizes from Joseph Costa, director of student support
services.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS
The College commuq.ity
extends a warm welcome
to our new colleagues.

FACULTY
DR. CKfHER1NE M. ABRAMS has accepted a tenure-line appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of Art .
Dr. Abrams received a B .S. from the
American College of Athens, Greece , an ·
M.A. and a Ph .D from New York
University. She formerly taught at South
Shore Senior High School, Brooklyn ,
New York, and was a Teaching Assistant
at New York University. Dr. Abrams
comes to us from Queens, _New York .
PROFESSOR DOLORES AMITRANO
has accepted a one-year temporary _appointment as Assistant Professor in the
Department of Nursing. Professor
Amitrano received both a B.S . and M .S.
from Boston University. She formerly
was employed by Rhode Island Hospital,
Miriam Hospital and was Executive
Director of the Bay Side Community
Health Care, Inc. Professor Amitrano
resides in North Kingstown, Rhode Island.
DR. DAVID M. BLANCHETTE has accepted a tenure-line appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of
Economics/Management. Dr. Blanchette
received a B.S. and BBA from the
University of Massachusetts (Amherst),
and a DBA from the University of Kentucky. He formerly taught at the University of Kentucky, and was a Visiting Lecturer at the San Diego State University.
Dr. Blanchette comes to us from San
Diego, California.
PROFESSOR RODRIGO CARRAMINANA has accepted a tenure-line appointment as Assistant Professor in the
Department of Mathematics. Professor
Carrarninana received a B.S. and M.A.
from the University of Chile, and an
· M.S. from the University oflowa. Professor Cararninana formerly taught at
Northwest Missouri State University, ·
and was a teaching assistant at the University of Iowa. Professor Carrarninana
resides in Providence, Rhode Island.
PROFESSOR DOUGLAS A. CUMMING has accepted a tenure-line appointment as Assistant Professor in the
Department of Communications/
Theatre. Professor Cumming received a
B.A. from the University of New
Hampshire, and an M.F.A. from the
University of Utah. He formerly taught
at the University of New Hampshire and
Rhode Island College. Professor Cumming resides in Needham, Massachusetts.
DR. TIMOTHY I. EASTRIDGE has accepted a three-year term appointment as
an Assistant Professor in the Department
of Modern Languages. Dr. Eastridge
received a B.A . from Indiana University,
and both an M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. He formerly taught at Northern Illinois University and was a teaching assistant at the University of North Carolina.
Dr. Eastridge comes to us from Illinois.
DR. FRANK FARINELLA has accepted a
tenure-line appointment as Associate
Professor in the Department oflndustrial
Technology. Dr. Farinella received a B.S.
in Business Administration from
Stont:hill College, and both an Ed.D and
Ed.M from Boston University. He
formerly held the position of Associate
Dean at Northeastern University, taught
at Rhode Island College and was Vice
President for the Institute for Career Research in Braintree, Massachusetts. Dr .
Farinella resides in Marshfield, Massachusetts.

This docum~t was piepared by the Office of Personnel Services. We apologizefor any omissions and
ask that you call them to our attention so that we
may include them on an addendum list.
August 1991

1991

DR. MARY S. FOOTE has accepted a
tenure-line appointment as Assistant
Professor in the Department of Nursing .
Dr. Foote received both an M .S., and
B .S. from the University of Rhode Island,
and a Ph.D. from the University of Connecticut . She formerly taught at the Community College of Rhode Island , Rhod e
Island College, and Salve Regina Coll ege.
Dr . Foote resides in Providence, Rhode
Island .
PROFESSOR ALIDA FREY has accept ed a limited-term appo intm ent at the
H enry Barnard School. She receiv ed a B .A. from St. Bonaventure College , an
M .A. fr~rn Rhode Island College , and
formerly taught at Rocky Hill School.
Ms. Frey resides in East Greenwich ,
Rhode Island .
DR .JON HAUSS has accepted a temporary appointment as Assistant Professor in the Dep artment of English. He
received a B .A. from the California State
University, an M.A. from the University
of Washington , and a Ph.D . from the ·
University of Washington. Dr. Hauss
formerly taugh .!_at St. Lawrence University, and was a teaching assistant at
University of Washington, and California
State University . Dr . Hauss comes to us
from Canton, New York.
PROFESSOR MARTHA HORN has accepted a limited-term appointment as As,sistant Professor in the Department of
E_lernentary Education. She received a
B.A. from Rhode Island College, and an
M .A. from Teacher's College, Columbia
University. Professor Horn has been •
employed as a reading and writing consultant, and formerly taught at Columbia
University . She resides in Providence,
Rhode Island.
PROFESSOR LESTER P. LEE has accepted a limited-term appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of
History . Professor Lee received a B.A.
from Antioch College, an A.M. from
Harvard University, an M.A. from John
Hopkins University, and is a doctoral
candidate at Harvard University. He
formerly taught at Wheelock College,
University of Massachusetts, and the Boston Public School Department. Professor
Lee resides in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
PROFESSOR HELE.NE MARTIN has
accepted a temporary appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of
Counseling/Educational Psychology . She
received a B.A., M.A., and CAGS from
Rhode Island College, and formerly was
employed by Rhode Island Medical Center. Professor Martin resides in North
Providence, Rhode Island.
PROFESSOREUNG-JUN
MIN has accepted a tenure-line appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of Communications/Theatre. Professor Min
received both a B.A. and an M.A. from
Temple University, and is a doctoral ca~didate at The Ohio State University. He
was formerly a Teaching Associate at the
Ohio State University, Research Assistant
at the Korean Broadcasting System,
Seoul, Korea, and an instructor at the
Korean Language School. Professor Min
comes to us from Columbus, Ohio,
DR. MICHAEL A. RAPHAEL has accepted a temporary appointment as Assistant Professor in the Department of
Economics/Management. He received a
B.A. from the University of Massachusetts, an M.A. from Western Michigan
University, and a Ph.D. from the University of Akron. Dr. Raphael formerly
taught at Central Connecticut University,
and resides in Windsor, Connecticut.
DR . SANDRA ANN RASMUSSEN has
accepted a tenure-line appoiptment as Assistant Professor in the Department of
Nursing . She received both a B.S.N . and
M.A. from the University of Minnesota,
an M .S.N. from Anna Maria College, and
a Ph .D. from Harvard University . Dr.
Rasmussen formerly taught at
Bridgewater State College, Harvard
School of Public Health, and Boston College, and served as Executive Director of
the NORCAP Center for Addictions in
Norfolk, Massachusetts. Dr. Rasmussen
comes to us from Sheldonville, Massachusetts.

DR. LEO T. ROSENBERG has accepted
a limited-term appointment as Assistant
Professor in the of Educational Leadership, Foundations and Technology
Department . He received an M.A. from
the University of Southern California,
and both an Ed.D. and Ed .M. from Harvard University. Dr. Rosenberg formerly
was a visiting scholar and tutor at Harvard Uni versify, and a teacher in the
Washington and California School
Departments . Dr. Rosenberg resides in
Providence, Rhode Island .
PROFESSOR CHARLES G . SNOW,JR.
has accepted a tenure-line appointment as
Assistant Professor in the Department of
Economics/Management. He received a
B .S. from Stonehill an MBA from Babson College , and is a doctoral candidate at
Drexel University . Professor Snow
formerly taught at the University of Baltimore, Temple University, the Universit,r of Lowell . Professor Snow _comes to
us from Hampton, Connecticut .
DR. LAURENCE A. WEIL has accepted
a tenure-line appointment as Assistant
Professor in the Department of Political
Science. Dr. Weil received an A.B . from
the University of Georgia, an M.A. from
the University of Maryland, and a Ph .D .
from Cornell University . He formerly
taught at Simmons College, Kalamazoo,
College, and Cornell University . Dr.
Weil resides in Cambridge, Massachusetts .
.

ADMINISTRATIVE

.

STAFF

MS . SHELLY R. BRODEUR has accepted an appointment as Residence Hall
Director . Ms . Brodeur received a B.S.
from Keene Stat<.College, Before corning
to the College, he was employed by
Mount Ida College. Ms. Brodeur resides
in the ..,
"new" dorm .

.

MS . SALLY P. KALOOSTIAN has accepted an appointment as Coordinator of
the BioTech Prototype Program . Ms.
Kaloostian formerly worked at Rhode Island Hospital.
DR.JANICE£. KLEEMAN has accepted a temporary appointment as Recorder/ Advisor in the Records Office. Dr.
Kleeman received a B.A. from WeUesley
College , an A.M. from Brown University 1and a Ph.D. from the University of
California, Berkeley. She formerly taught
at Brown University and University of
California . Dr. Kleeman resides in
Providence, Rhode Island.
MS. MARQUITA TROIANO has accepted an appointment as Costume Assistant in the Department of Communications/Theatre. Ms. Troiano received her
B.S. from the State University of New
York at Farmingdale, and a master's degree from the University of Michigan.
She formerly was employed as Executive
Director of Health Systems Agency of
Eastern Connecticut, and at Rhode Island
School of Design. Ms. Troiano resides in
Providence, Rhode Island .

RECENT SUPPORT STAFF
APPOINTMENTS
MS. WENDY BERGANTINO-Principal Pre-Audit Clerk, Payroll Office
MR.JOHN BIZON-Senior
Donovan Dining Center

Cook,

MS. RONNI BRADY-Cook's
Donovan Dining Center

Helper,

MR. WILLIAM BURKE-Storeskeeper,
Donovan Dining Center
MS. ELIZABETH CARUSO-Cook's
Helper, Donovan Dining Center
MR RAYMOND HARTENSTINELibrary Technician, Adams Library
MS. CLAIRE LEVEILLEE-Cook's
Helper, Donovan Dining Center
MR. TIMOTHY MACARUSO-Cook's
Helper, Donovan Dining Center
MR. DANIEL MORRISON-Gardener,
Grounds
MR.JOHN OAKES-Janitor,
Housekeeping
MR. FELIX RICCI-Stores
Campus Store

Clerk,

MR. BRENDA RUSHWORTH-Cook's
Helper, Donovan Dining Center
MR. GERALD SABATELLI-Cook 's
Helper, Donovan Dining Center

* POTTER---(continued from page 1)

Of course, it was printed in Chinese
with some notable exceptions: Rhode
Island College, Providence, RI 02908 and
the telephone numbers and the names of
Harriet Brisson and Dr. Ronald Steinberg
(art department chair) were in English.
"I felt that you would be interested in
seeing Rhode Island College receive this
world-wide coverage,'' Brisson wrote recently to Robert K. Bower, director of
communications at RIC. He was.
Brisson reports the class was "an excellent one" and one which afforded "our
students an experience not available anywhere else . ''
Brisson characterizes Tony as "a professional potter (makes and sells his
work) who is very well known.'' Tony
describes himself a ''traditional Chinese
potter" who learned from Chinese
masters. He has been a potter for the past
12 years.
In addition to pottery, Tony does Chinese painting and relief sculpture.
His work is on display in two galleries
in Toipei, notes Brisson.
Tony found the RIC ceramic students to
be "very intent on learning" the knowledge of Chinese ceramic history and .technique he imparted to them, although, he
pointed out, "ceramic skills are very
complicated'' and it would have been better had the workshop been for six weeks
rather than three.
. He found the Art Center facilities "very
good" and says he enjoyed this first visit
to America.
After completion of the workshop at
RIC, Tony planned to visit '8alleries in
New York City and the Everson Museum
in Syracuse, N.Y., which Brisson
describes as the leading ceramics studies
center in the United States.
After that, it will be home to Taipei for
Yen Wen-(Tony) Tung, who hopes one day
to be able to return to the U.S.

Ed board adopts
alcohol, drug
prevention policy
A Prevention Policy on Alcohol and
Other Drug Abuse for all institutions of
higher education in Rhode Island has
been adopted by the state Board of Governors for Higher Education, it was announced in June.
"Recognizing that alcohol and other
drug abuse have become increasingly
severe public health and safety problems,
both in the wider society and on college
and university campuses, the policy is
designed to provide a clear philosophical
framework around which institutions may
develop campus-specific policies and
practices,'--' wrote Cynthia V. L. Ward,
associate commissioner for program and
planning, in a news release to the media.
The policy-states that the board exwcts
all college and university presidents "to
continue to make the elimination of alcohol and other drug abuse a top priority,
either by maintaining dry campuses or by
establishing an environment conducive to
responsible, legal use.''
Modeled after federal standards, the
policy statement calls on the presidents to
develop policies and practices which
appl):'. to all segments of their campus
communities (students, faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, guests and visitors).
"These policies should clearly state that
illegal and irresponsible use of alcohol
and other drugs will not be tolerated on
the campuses and that sanctions must be
clearly outlined, well-publicized and consistently enforced,'' said the board.
"Beyond regulations, however, the
board recognizes that the primary mission
of colleges and universities is education.
"Noting that research clearly shows
that learning is especially impaired by alcohol and other drug abuse, the st!tement
urges that policies and programs should
stress education, prevention, treatment
and the choice of healthy lifestyles," reported Ward.
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Bani;iister Gallery to feature eight exhibits
The annual faculty show Sept. 5-20
begins and the graduate and senior shows
May 1-8 and May 14-23, respectively, end
the art exhibition season at Rhode Island
College's Bannister Gallery this season.
In between are five thought-provoking
exhibits and a regional student-drawing
competition.
Der ~rt des Menschen ("The Worth of
the Human Being") exhibit Sept. 26-0ct.
18 will treat the subject of medicine, public health and ethics in Germany from
1918 through 1945 and will be part of a
series of related programs at the College
during this premiere North American
showing.
Assembled by Christian Pross and Gatz
Aly, under the sponsorship of the Artzekammer Berlin and the Berlin and Federal German Medical associations, the
exhibit begins with the positive accomplishments in public health of the
post-World War I . Weimar Republic;
chronicles their distortion during the
Great Depression with the rise of Social
Darwinist and eugenic strategies to
eliminate the "hereditarily in,ferior" "socially deviant,'' and culminates with the
monstrous practices of Nazism, according to exhibit organizers.
The exhibit is being made possible by
the Goethe Institute, Boston/Berlin and
Richard Weiner, dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences at RIC.
See next issue of What's News for
further details.
An exhibit, slide-lecture and monotype
workshop by Deborah Davidson entitled
"Useful Metaphors" will run Oct. 24 to
Nov. 15.
In her drawings, monotypes, scrolls
and books, Davidson leaves the artifacts
of a personal quest for vision and meaning as the metaphors she finds useful in
"conjuring up the voice and vocabulary to
confront fear.''
The ·recent works of Peggy Cyphers
will run Nov. 21 to Dec. 13, opening with
an Art Gallery talk by the artist at 6 p.m.
Nov. 21 followed by a reception from 7:30
to 9.

"Africa Viewed by Three Photographers'' - Ron Barboza, Max Belcher
and Stan Staniski - will be exhibited
Feb. 6-28. Works will encompass apartheid, coup and famine.
The artists, all documentary photographers, employ their full aesthetic and
humanistic vision to disperse the obscurity and opacity of the myth of Africa being
''the Dark Continent,'' says exhibit curator Lawrence Sykes of the College art
department.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Sykes
will present an historical overview of the
use of photography as a '.'tool of conquest" in "Through the Lens Darkly" at
1 p.m. Feb. 26.
Lectures by the other artists featured in
this exhibit are scheduled Feb. 6, 12 and
19.
"Games an~ Players" by Enrico Pinardi, a professor of art at RIC, will be on
exhibit March 5-27. The exhibit is a small
part of a larger exhibition of Pinardi's
work which took place at the Vorpal Gallery in New York City in September of
1991.
This new series of works deals primarily with the characters and activities that
have historically controlled the "game of
life."
The Bannister Gallery is supported in
part by the RIC Art Club, Artists' Cooperative and the College Lectures Committee.
All exhibits are free and open to the
public.
Gallery hours - except for the ·Der
~rt des Menschen exhibition - are

MOfBER AND DAUGHTER, Toder, Liberia, 1982, by Max Belcher, one of three
photographers whose works will be exhibited at RIC's Bannister Gallery under the
heading of 'Africa Viewed' Feb. 6-28.

Voices, brass, ivory, woodwinds and
antique instruments featured in
Chamber Music Series
It's all there this season in the Rhode
Island College Chamber Music Series.
Well, almost all.
Beginning Sept. 25 and running
through Dec. 11 - all Wednesday performances - recitals will be offered free
of charge featuring voices, brass, ivory
and woodwinds, and instruments from the
renowned collection at the Smithsonian's ·
National Museum of American History.
All the recitals will ~ held in Roberts
Hall 138 (recital chamber) at 1 p.m.
The Castle Trio, currently in-residence
at the Smithsonian's National Museum,
will perform Sept. 25, using instruments
from the museum's collection, which has ·
drawn the praise of critics and classical
music audiences.
The Atlantic Brass Quintet, heralded as
"North America's foremost young brass
ensemble," will perform on Oct. 9; Gail

Niwa, first pnze winner of the Washington International Competition of Pianists,
will perform Oct. 23, and Gary Glaze, a
tenor who has performed internationally,
on Oct. 30 with accompanist Richard
Cumming from the RIC music faculty.
Soprano Joanne Mouradjian of the RIC
voice faculty, will perform Nov. 13 in a
recital that will feature works by Mozart
and Schubert as well as a collection of Armenian folk songs.
The Commonwealth Winds, a woodwind quintet, will perform Dec. 11.
Among its recent performances are those
at WGBH's "Morning Pro Musica," the
Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University
and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
For more information, watch for upcoming issues of What's News or call
John Pellegrino at the RIC music department, 456-8244.

Monday through Friday from 11a.m. to 4
p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 6 to 9. For further information, call
the gallery at 456-9765 or 8054.
Details and photos of each up-coming
exhibit will be featured in these pages
throughout the 1991-92 season.

In celebration of us all
Using the kaleidoscope as the symbolic
reference to "the notion that when it is
beautifully unified it is unique and different at the same . time,'' Rhode Island
College will salute the diverse cultures of
our state, community and campus populations next month with a variety of entertaining and educational events.

several months to organize daily activities, according to Anne M. Hubbard,
assistant vice president for academic affairs and coordinator of the event.
Food, music, entertainment, and games
have been planned, Hubbard said, along
with two symposiums, 'The Silencing of
the West: Multiculturalism in Higher Education" and "Multiculturalism and Political Correctness.''

John Furek,
graphics coorclinator for the
Student Union
Graphics Department, designed
the logo depicting
the Kaleidoscope
and celebration
theme.

Entitled "Celebrating Cultural Diversity," the week-long celebration will kick
off Saturday, Oct. 5, with a bus trip to
Ellis Island sponsored by the Chaplains
Office and continue through Friday, Oct.
11,with an interfaith and intercultural
service.
About 15 members of the planning
committee, including students, staff, and
faculty, have been working for the past

Planning for the week has included the
"wider scope" of community outreach
efforts, Hubbard said, adding that ''we
have also found strengths on can1pus'' of
different cultures that will be featured.
For further information, call Hubbard
at 456-8118.
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Sept. 3 to Sept. 15

R
II
Tuesday. September 3

9 p.m-Phobics

.

(Music). Student

Union Coffee Grotmd

II
Wednesday,. September 4

12:30-1:30 p ~m.-Pete Cassani (Electric Guitar). Donovan Dj:ning Center
8 p.m.-Hypnotis t Frank Santos (R
rated). Gaige Auditorium

Thursday, September 5
7-9p.m-Annual Faculty Show'Opening
(Show ends September 20). ~annister
Gallery.

D

TURTLE ISLAND STRING QUARTET will be at Roberts Hall auditorium Oct. 23 at 8 p.m. for, the Performing Arts Series opener. See next issue of What's News for more advance stories -0n the performing arts at RIC
this season.

Saturday. September 7

10 a.m.-5' p.m.-Shuttle Van to Mall.
Depart ,from Student Union.

m

m

" :'fhu~day-Friday~ September 12-13
9 p.m.-1 a.m.-Video Dance Party.

""
,.
Mon¢ly, Septen1ber: 9
Cafe-Two Boston
9 p.m.-Comedy

Comedians. Student Union Coffee
Ground.

m

;;
,,

Stµdent Union Ballroom.

m
,

.

,:1
8:30

Fri<fM'.September :Q
a.m.-Noon--iWJrkshop (Susan

Board of GO¼erChemoit),RopertsJ;Ia.11

nors'.Room.

Tuesday, ~ptember tO
~1t.!Progres-s,.fve
9 p.m.-BoG:.....ZB
U:qio,iG@ffeeGround.
Music). 'Stude!J-t

Satur~y.

September 14

a.m. "7 p.n,t.-Tilbing ,&Trip. Depart
9 rc
Union.

· Student

from
m

- Wednesday, Septepl,be/ 11

12:30-2 p.lT),.-Student -Orgqpizdtion
D<ty.Campus Mall.
9 p.m.-Home Alone (Movie). Student
Unipn.

, 9 g.m.-,Student Film So_ciety ScreenirrgfHo~ke Mann 193. GeneralAdmjssion $2, RlC Stude~ts. $1.

\J

Sunday, September 15
11:30 a,.m.-1' p.m~"'- Bnuich

"

DonovanDining Ce~r.
2

p.m.-Volleyball:

Weber Field.

~ber

.

Beach.

Deb Meunier (left) and Cindy Mastrobuono
FUSIO~ORKS'
(above), both RIC alums, will perfonn with the entire Fusionworks
C9nte~or391 Dance company in Rhode Island College;'s Roberts
}411 auditontun on Oct. '18 as part of the College's dance program

thiss~n.

